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We obtain the required data
from the image material

Water flow meter
Choose one option

TAKE A FOTO

We offer a unique technology
of assisted self-deductions for
performing deductions once a year
or extraordinary deductions without
installed remote reading devices.
It has been proven that addressing
customers via interactive SMS has
significantly higher levels of return
(Response Rate) than common forms of
communication, e.g., by email. The fact
that the customer is not forced to install
any application makes the whole process
simpler, faster and allows you to reach a
wider group of customers. At the same
time, this technology makes it possible to
obtain the required information from the
customer.

REMIND ME LATER

MORE INFORMATION

High reading accuracy using artificial
intelligence
There is no need to download any
application to your mobile phone
Customer-friendly solution
Easy integration with any ERP /
accounting software, scanning
station, or email

We obtain the required data
from the image material
Water flow meter

TAKE A FOTO

Unique links are generated on the
supplier’s side to address customers and
for each collection point. These are sent
via the SMS gateway in the form of a
standard SMS, while it is also possible to
use the SMS gateway of the customer
(water company).
For a greater degree of security, the
collection points can be replaced
by another unique identifier on the
customer’s side. Thus, the supplier cannot
identify a specific person or place, which
also ensures compliance with the GDPR
Regulation.
After receiving the SMS and clicking
on the link in it, the customer is shown
interactive content, through which he
can take a photo of the water flow meter
and manually enter the status on the
water flow meter. This data is sent to the
supplier’s server, where it is subjected
to inspection and then the customer is
provided with a database containing the
status of the water meter at the given
collection point.

Real photo processing

Benefits of our
solution
Status has been sent!
Thank you for taking a picture of the
water flow meter.

 Reaching a lot of customers quickly,
easily, and cheaply
 High Response Rate
 No application download

THANK YOU

 High reading accuracy with artificial
intelligence and manual customer
control
 Deduction with a photo taken,
eligible in the event of a dispute
 Customer comfortable solution (I
deduct when I can, I do not have to
be at home, nobody comes to me)



Solution as a service
In case of interest, MindFind can also be provided as a service
without the need for investment in the solution.

